Protecting our right to deliver surgical care: reflections from Gaza
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The recent escalation in the military occupation of Palestine by Israel has far-reaching consequences for surgical care in Gaza and beyond. (1) Whilst the surgical workforce in Gaza are highly resilient to war conditions, having delivered quality surgical care throughout many previous emergencies, the scale of destruction to both the health infrastructure and health workforce is unprecedented in the region, and will take many years to rebuild.

Before October 2023, Gaza had a functioning surgical system, but one which was heavily impacted by the military blockade of the last 17 years. (2) Denial or delay of permits for patients to travel outside of Gaza to seek further care has led to significant increases in mortality (3), whilst denial of entry of medical equipment, medications, radiotherapy and chemotherapy agents also delayed access to emergency and essential treatment. Studies examining the surgical capacity of Gaza systematically have noted deficiencies across all domains but particularly in lack of postgraduate training opportunities. (4)

Surgical teams in Gaza had systems in place to cope with mass-casualty conditions. (7) However, with continuing escalations of hostilities, new and terrible risks have emerged, which are set to worsen throughout the year. (8) Surgeons have been killed, and others abducted for prolonged periods, returning with signs of torture. (9) The lack of journalists on the ground has put pressure on medical staff, as trusted professionals with access to the wounded, to report to international news agencies, providing live interviews and verifying casualty figures. (10) Some will be required to give testimony and evidence to the international court. Surgeons are often separated from their families and are dealing with the loss of close family members and colleagues. Food and water scarcity affects their ability to provide medical care as well as increasing patient morbidity. The need to search for such essentials of life impedes their medical practice.

Surgical practice is crucial for trauma care, as well as ongoing emergent conditions, including maternal health. Reports from Gaza describe multiple instances of surgery being performed without anaesthetic, something that should never be required in the modern age. (11) Lack of adequate medical supplies has created extremely distressing situations: children requiring palliation or surgical intervention without pain relief. When doctors have the time to process these occurrences the psychological load will be extreme.

Whilst violence and war are ongoing fixtures of human society, in which surgery will always be required, we as an international community must resist the normalisation of targeting health workers and healthcare facilities. Calls for universal access to surgical care must include those in areas of conflict, crisis and disaster and we as the global surgical community must not leave them behind. From the bombing of hospitals with chemical weapons in Syria to the gutting of Al Shifa and Nasser Hospitals in Gaza, the situation for health workers in conflict is increasingly dangerous. Article 18 of Geneva Convention IV ought to enshrine the protection of health workers in internationally law. It is up to all of us to ensure that this is enforced by the international community, and that appropriate steps are taken to protect access to healthcare and the safety of health workers.
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